A BETTER BUSINESS APPROACH TO MOUNTAINSIDE FUN

Realizing ROI from a new attraction is more than just about building a great ride. It’s about getting it right from a business perspective. From timing the project build to designing the overall guest experience, ADG’s Mountainside experts take every aspect of your project into consideration to ensure you are up and running in time to capture key revenue generating seasons. With the ability to quickly take a project from planning to completion, an investment in ADG’s Mountain Coasters and Slides can pay for itself in as little as 24 months!

“THE ADG MOUNTAIN COASTER IS NOT JUST AN AMAZING RIDE, IT’S ALSO A KEY COMPONENT OF OUR BUSINESS PLAN.”

Charles Blier
Executive VP, Camelback Resort
Backed by ADG’s unrivaled expertise as an innovator with over 50 years of product design, manufacturing and engineering experience, our advances in passenger safety and ride technology have quickly made their mark on mountains across North America.

Our state-of-the-art equipment, experienced product managers and unmatched design & installation capabilities will help you develop solutions that efficiently and effectively maximize the versatility of your terrain and the profitability of your mountain resort.
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MOUNTAIN
IN ANY WEATHER, THE ONLY THING STOPPING THIS ATTRACTION IS YOU!

ONE-OF-A-KIND MODULAR DESIGN
ADG prefabricates its mountain coaster track system in-house which allows for fast and accurate installation that adapts easily to changing weather conditions. Our 100% stainless steel construction and integrated installation process can accommodate virtually any twist, turn and dip in mountain terrain that your property provides. And with U.S. based technicians and manufacturing in your backyard you will be up and running 365 days a year!

100% AMERICAN-MADE EXPERIENCE
ADG’s mountain industry experts understand maximizing guest experience like no other. Considering every aspect of development - from terrain slope, to local ordinances and land usage, to guest traffic patterns - we ensure that your new ride is built to optimize every aspect of your mountain operation. We will work with you to design a track system that integrates seamlessly into your mountain, establishing a run that is aesthetically pleasing and space sensitive.

RATED #1 FOR CUSTOMER SAFETY AND EXCITEMENT
Only ADG Mountain Coasters employ proprietary, industry leading safety features that protect guests and the profitability of your investment. Each coaster cart is equipped with a proprietary on-board electronic collision avoidance system designed to activate a secondary braking system that helps keep carts at a safe distance apart. Easily accessible rider-controlled speed levers and wider seats ensure a safe, comfortable and thrill-inducing ride for everyone.

“OUR RESORT DOESN’T JUST HAVE A DIFFERENT LOOK THIS SUMMER, IT HAS A WHOLE NEW LEVEL OF ENERGY!”
Mike Solimano
GM, Killington Resort
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SLIDE YOUR WAY TO A NEW ADVENTURE
ADG SETS THE GOLD STANDARD FOR A NEW GENERATION IN SAFETY, STABILITY AND FUN!

BUILT FOR FUN, ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY
The completely redesigned ADG Mountain Slide takes everything you remember about this universally-appealing summer attraction and makes it even better. Multi-track side-by-side slides tap into the natural energy and competitive spirit of your thrill-seeking guests, while rider controlled sleds allow guests of all ages to enjoy the ride at their own pace.

NEW ADVANCED DESIGN
Non-abrasive fiberglass construction improves track performance providing a smooth, safe surface that heightens the sensation of speed while eliminating injuries inherent with older, poured concrete slides.

ADG’s revamped mountain sled adds rear wheels that follow the curvature of the track and eliminate ‘fishtailing’, while a patented speed restrictor increases guest safety without negatively impacting rider enjoyment. The redesigned track boasts deeper channels that greatly improve maneuverability and rider control.

EASY MAINTENANCE
ADG’s Mountain Slides require minimal maintenance, and both our in-ground and above-ground solutions can accommodate a variety of terrains with low environmental impact. You can easily upgrade older slides in phases as new sections will integrate perfectly with existing tracks.
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"THE MOUNTAIN SLIDE IS A STAPLE ATTRACTION AMONG GUESTS AND AN INTEGRAL PART OF OUR SUMMER REVENUE. AN EASY ADD-ON TO ANY SUMMER ADVENTURE PACKAGE!"

Tyler Fairbanks
CEO, The Fairbank Group, Jiminy Peak Resort

MOUNTAIN SLIDES

PROPRIETARY FIBERGLASS CONSTRUCTION ENHANCES SENSATION OF SPEED

DEEP HIGH-CURVED WALLS GENERATE EXCITING HAIR PINNED TURNS

PATENTED REAR WHEEL STABILIZATION FOR SAFER, SMOOTHER RIDE
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MOUNTAIN

With our respected corporate foundation forged in product design and manufacturing more than 50 years ago, ADG expanded its line of mountainside products in 2012 with innovations in passenger safety and ride technology that have quickly made their mark on mountains across North America. Rated #1 for guest excitement and safety, ADG’s Mountainside attractions are designed to provide a better ride, better ROI, and a better overall experience.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTALLATIONS

Magic Mountain - Big Bear Lake, CA
Breckenridge Ski Resort - Breckenridge, CO
Purgatory Resort - Durango, CO
Steamboat Springs - Steamboat Springs, CO
Winter Park Resort - Winter Park, CO
Chestnut Mountain Resort - Galena, IL
Kentucky Action Park - Cave City, KY
Berkshire East Mountain Resort - Charlemont, MA
Jiminy Peak - Hancock, MA
Crystal Mountain - Thompsonville, MI
Lutsen Mountain - Lutsen, MN
Wild Mountain - Taylor Falls, MN
Whitefish Mountain Resort - Whitefish, MT
Attitash Mountain - Bartlett, NH
Mount Hood Ski Bowl - Government Camp, OR
Camelback Mountain Resort - Tannersville, PA
Seven Springs Resort - Champion, PA
Rushmore Tramway Adventures - Keystone, SD
Ober Gatlinburg - Gatlinburg, TN
Park City Mountain - Park City, UT
Snowbird - Snowbird, UT
Bromley Mountain - Manchester Center, VT
Killington Resort - Killington, VT
Snowking Mountain - Jackson, WY
Ski Bromont - Bromont, Quebec

To learn more about ADG Mountainsides, please visit or call

www.adgmountainsides.com Cohoes, NY, USA +1.518.783.0038